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Dr. Morgan’s Association 
  SUMMER NEWSLETTER, JUNE 2009 

Editor: Geoff. Marchant; NB: See bottom of page 6 for all contact details. 
 
 

Editorial – Our Feb ’09 newsletter left the editor in 
pristine condition but a small correction had to be 
made to the content of the Editorial on page 1 before 
publication. Recipients of the subsequent e-mailed 
version got an “as intended” copy with the 
“PICTURES & REPORTS FROM THE PAST” title 
on page 5 above the picture, and the following pages 
properly laid out. However, hard copies developed a 
fault whereby the picture title on page 5 flipped 
below the picture, while the picture itself went up to, 
and beyond, the top margin. The type on the 
following pages then went all out of position, 
resulting regrettably in the ‘RIP’ to A. Pearce 
starting at the bottom of page 7 instead of the top of 
page 8. Other articles were also misplaced. I can 
only apologise to hard-copy recipients and say that 
you all got all the information, but not in the 
intended format. 
I have to thank Bernard Storer for the photo on 
page 3 of this June ’09 newsletter and suggestions 
for other newsletter content. Also John Locke for 
the article on page 3. Alan Chedzey (Nailsea) sees 
the Bridgwater Mercury and gave me the news of 
Mal Treherne’s death – no one from Bridgwater 
even thought to let me know! Also Keith Salway 
sent some notes to Mike Dodden in February which 
were then passed on to me, and Brian Haggett sent 
me his career story in March. Thanks to all of them 
for taking the time to send information and I will use 
it as soon as is convenient. I had decided that as I 
was so low on articles sent in by members that in 
this edition I would start to serialise the memoirs of 
Ron Short (DMS 1935 – 1940), who died 
10.04.2004, age nearly 82 years. These will now be 
held over. As I have said before, if members would 
only send in a page of reminiscences, or life history, 
it would make my job so much easier and ensure at 
least the next few issues of our newsletter – to those 
who haven’t yet done so, PLEASE DO SO without 
further chivvying from me!  Could those who I have 
already written to, please hasten the production of an 
article – especially those who have promised one but 
not got round to doing anything about it yet.  
Our committee meeting planned for Fri. Feb. 6th. 
had to be called off due to the snow and the 
replacement one has not yet occurred. 

Just a thought, but a very worrying one: we are 
saving money by sending out more newsletters by 
e-mail, BUT do they ever get read? The lack of 
reaction to articles and the dearth of information 
being sent in seems to have increased in this 
period. Is it due to e-mail editions not being read? 
Are ‘hard-copy’ editions read? – I know of at 
least one that wasn’t! I know when I receive 
newsletters from other associations I sometimes 
groan “not another one!” Would you prefer we 
didn’t have one at all – please let me know! 
On the 30th of April I at last managed to finish the 
updating of our “Missing DMS Pupils” lists, and 
also adding new details to our list of “known 
details” pupils. This has been made possible 
mostly by the incorporation of information sent to 
me by Chris Cudlipp and Jane Halstead. The 
latter was the reunion list of 1995 prepared by 
Martin Travers for those pupils who started in 
DMS in 1970 but left from “Haygrove School” in 
1975. I “take my hat off to him” as he had a list 
of 263 ex-pupils & 35 teachers to contact – it 
must have been a tremendous job, but only about 
43 pupils and 5 of the teachers are shown as “no 
details yet”. Jane sent me this list by e-mail and 
then I realised that Martin’s address was only a 
mile or so away from Mike Dodden’s, so in effect 
its been to Australia and back rather than just up 
the road! Once again I thank Jane for her 
presence of mind to look it out and copy it to me. 
I have been able to add 6 new names from Chris’s 
list and no less than 90 from the 1975 leavers list. 
We now have knowledge of a total 1162 former 
DMS pupils’ names (either deceased, or 
contactable, assuming Martin still has details for 
his 90) and another total of 691 names on the 
“Missing” list. Please see if you can help reduce 
the latter by going through the attached lists 
and seeing if you have any contact possibilities 
for any of those listed. I have also, at last, 
incorporated pupil information from the Dr. 
Morgan’s School website. As this is also mainly 
for the latter years of DMS, I am going to  
appeal to our younger members this time – 
please help us contact these “lost” pupils. To 
cut down on our printing expenses I have 
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therefore only attached the relevant Addendums to 
our “Missing Lists” this time round. 
 
RIP: Alan Chedzey informed me in February that 
Neil Barrett, DMS start ’51, had died recently. He 
grew up with Alan in Highbridge. 
 
Responses from DMS boys and BGSG Girls (and 
other snippets) continued. 
We still have quite a lot of long-outstanding 
correspondence to catch up with so I will use the rest 
of this page to try to do exactly that:- 
Martin Brady wrote again in Aug ’07 (when  he 
eventually got his new computer and accessories to 
do what he wanted them to do!) and gave comments 
on certain people on the “missing” list, including 
Geoff. Yendole, who by that time I had actually 
managed to trace. The remainder were: “David 
Barnes ’54: I (Martin) knew him for a couple of 
years in London as we met again at a YMCA hostel 
in Stockwell. At that time I think he was working for 
the GLC (of blessed memory) but moved to a 
smaller council at or near Egham. Might be findable 
via his trade union who could know where he is, and 
would be UNIson. Many people continue to pay the 
retired rate so they might have him right up to 
date??” (We also had a tip that he might be 
contactable through Brian Sealy, but I must admit I 
haven’t had time to follow up either route to date – 
Ed.) “Pete Shapter worked for the police in B/W or 
near, retired, and continued to do some things for 
them part-time. He was still around a few years 
ago.” (..and we have a suggested address for him on 
file but don’t think we’ve made contact yet! – Ed.) 
“Roger Bardell L’59 was only at DMS for one year 
58-59, when he came to do the 2nd yr sixth. I am 
still in touch with him but I suspect he has more in 
common with his previous school. Lives in Herts & 
spent most of his life with Lloyds Bk after a history 
degree at King’s, London.” (Try to get him to come 
along one year, Martin – Ed.) “Tony Parsons L’60 
went to SOAS ULondon (Arabic, I think) and thence 
to foreign parts. (Parsons of Arabia?). I think Dave 
Brett kept in touch and there was a reunion of that 
year so I suspect there are active members who 
know of him.” (If there are, they haven’t told me 
yet!! Thanks, Martin for all that – Ed.) We also had 
a “change of address” from John Pulsford – if only 
all other members/ past members thought to do 
that!! Geoff. Richards ’57 phoned me in early 
January ’08 to say I had contacted him by post 

(address in WSM given by member D. Herring in 
July ’07) & he would like to have info and join 
us. (Pity I then got his e-mail address wrong first 
time but we eventually got there!) It turned out 
that Geoff. was from Woolavington & my wife 
was once a friend of his sister!) 
I then noted on the Bridgwater website, which I 
picked up on Wikipedia, that there was a 
reference to “Kim Newman – noted science 
fiction novelist, horror film expert, TV presenter 
and film critic, educated at Dr Morgan’s School 
in Bridgwater.” It also said “Admiral Robert 
Blake, until Horatio Nelson the most famous of 
British Admirals, was born in B/W and attended 
the local grammar school (Bridgwater Grammar 
School For Boys). His home is now the Admiral 
Blake Museum and contains details of his career 
amongst its exhibits of local history and 
archaeology. He was born Aug. 1599 & died 
Aug. 17 1657.” “Bridgwater Grammar School for 
Boys” fails to come up when searching the same 
site - I was trying to see if I could establish 
whether there could have been any link to the 
later DMS, established 1723. On the DMS 
website homepage someone has claimed that “It 
must not be forgotten that the Dr Morgan's 
foundation absorbed the old King James the First 
Grammar School and that we may at once push 
back the birth of this school by another hundred 
years” but even that would have been too late for 
Blake’s schooling (approx. 1610 start)! 
18 Jan ’08 I had a reply from Rod Bishop re a 
query on “rugbyman” in his e-mail address. I 
should have known where it was coming from by 
the opening words! “G’day Geoff, I was at DMS 
between 1953 – 1959. Sorry I do not know a 
Chris Bishop, probably a bit before my time. My 
Hotmail address incorporates rugby as I have a 
great passion for the game. Sorry I’m a few days 
late in getting back to you, but have just returned 
from Perth where I have been watching Australia 
vs. India. Very hot 36C. …Will be back in the 
UK in May.  
20.02.08 I received a note and forwarded article 
from “The Telegraph on line” from Trevor 
Earthy. It was headed “ ‘Friends’ reunite to 
commemorate Lord Biffen” and gave a summary 
of his life, including the fact that he was born at 
Combwich, Somerset. There was no ref. to DMS! 
I couldn’t use it verbatim as it was Copyright. 
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The photo below was sent to me by Bernard Storer and was, he thinks, taken in the early ’60s. 
Back Row L to R: John Holroyd, Bernard Storer, Pat Brendon, John Packer, Glyn Rees, Malcolm Davies 
Front Row L to R: Brian Hammond, Brian Long, Len Morley, Alan Bateson, Mike Stanton. 
 

  
In searching out my copy of the above photo, I also came across a “Morgan’s Prize Day photo, I don’t 
know the year and must admit I can’t trace who sent it in, date copied by me 12.01.09 – if it was you, 
please let me know! (Could it have been Terry Dodds, Bridgwater, who phoned me on 16.03.08 and said he 
had a 1971 Speech day Programme which he would send to me? Any information gratefully received.) See  
page 5 for that photo as it wouldn’t fit in here! 
 
Memories of Dr Morgan’s from John Locke, via Chris Cudlip, with many thanks from your editor. 
 

“My twin brother (Tony) and I (John Locke) started at Morgan’s in 1953. We were in the ‘A’ stream 
with Bert Bollom (French) as our form teacher. Bollom expected high standards and we all contributed 
periodically one penny each, as ‘polish pennies’, to buy a tin of polish to shine our desks. With 
Vaughan-Jones we got stuck into English grammar and subsequently Latin. ‘Bonzo’ was a colourful 
character and regularly gave us the benefit of his wit, assuring us that (educationally) ‘we were the 
cream of the catchment area’, adding, ‘in your case, clotted cream’. He frequently told us that we 
needed ‘a kick up the pants’ and wouldn’t stand any backchat. Another colourful character (of course) 
was Ansdell, the Art Master. He wielded a wooden spoon as a badge of office and could give a good 
whack on the desk to gain attention. Two splendid oil paintings adorned the walls of the Art Room, 
painted I understand by Ansdell himself for his degree. One picture showed a figure on tiptoe, clad in 
the style of an ancient Greek and loosing an arrow from a bow in a courtyard. The other work captured 
beautifully a large sea wave just beginning to break as it curled over onto the sand. 
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My inclination was towards the sciences. I am indebted to Colin Uzzell, a patient and kindly man, for a 
good grounding in pure mathematics. Also to Oscar Bryden (Physics and Applied Maths) and Cudlipp 
(Chemistry). They maintained a high standard in science teaching. Interestingly, we learned to handle 
dangerous chemicals and scientific equipment that would give safety inspectors a heart attack today. 
Kipp’s apparatus generated toxic hydrogen sulphide gas and we poured out concentrated acids and 
alkalis. We handled liquid mercury and heated beakers of aniline that are banned today. Oscar Bryden 
worked wonders by purchasing ex-military and medical apparatus to demonstrate some fundamental 
aspects of sound, light, heat and (most dramatically), electricity. I recall particularly the high voltage 
discharges between massive ball electrodes with sparks leaping across a gap of several inches. Coloured 
discharges flickered in Frankenstein type glass globes, which generated X-rays. ‘Don’t worry’, we were 
assured, ‘you are all well shielded from the radiation’. This was contradicted somewhat one day when a 
newly purchased Geiger counter went wild during a demonstration! Another noteworthy event was 
when Oscar Bryden brought back from Bristol a container of liquid oxygen in his car boot, in order to 
demonstrate the properties of this fascinating liquid. It was a hazardous material – a serious car accident 
on route would have led to an instant conflagration. We all survived those stirring days and injuries, as 
today, seemed to arise principally from sporting activities. Physics lessons were livened up for us sixth 
formers when six young ladies from the Girls Grammar School joined us as they lacked adequate 
science facilities there. I have fond memories of Janet and Dianne – picturing them even today in their 
blue and white checked summer dresses.  
 
Among miscellaneous recollections was the day that a nurse came to check that the testicles of us 
pubescent lads had properly dropped. We queued in the library and a brief medical grope was all that 
was needed. It did cause an emotional reaction in some of the lads and with a quick rap of a pencil 
(guess where) we were told to behave ourselves. We also saw the construction of the open-air, unheated 
swimming pool. I recall, after one chilly session, shivering half frozen for the rest of the morning with 
the teachers getting us to do a few physical jerks to thaw us out again. There was an incident during one 
French lesson with Bert Bollom indelibly etched in my memory. He had endured marking a particularly 
bad set of homework and stormed into the classroom in the blackest of moods. The effect of slamming 
the steel framed door was to shatter the pane into thousands of fragments, which shot over the floor. 
Ignoring this totally, he laid into us about the abysmal standard of translation, coming to the high point 
of his anger shouting ‘and some complete idiot translated femme de ménage as ‘woman of the 
menagerie’. I shrank shamefaced beneath my desk. Ironically I am now living in retirement in South 
West France and working hard to learn the language. As I recall, we all passed ‘O’ level French. 
I have happy memories of my grammar school days. We had to work hard and it took me a long time to 
move up the examinations league table. Chemistry came to fascinate me; I brewed up stuff of my own at 
home and ended up as a Chartered Chemist. At one time or another, I needed practically all of the 
chemistry, physics and maths that I had laboured over at Morgan’s. I have to thank dedicated, capable 
and inspiring teachers. Coming from a hard up working class family both my brother Tony and I were 
able to get to university – something almost unthinkable to our parents. Not only that, we got full 
maintenance grants. So I support the grammar school system that enabled those with ability and 
determination to better ourselves. I feel that we had earned it and put back into society, through our 
careers, what had been invested in us. There is foolish talk sometimes that those who failed the 11-plus 
were ‘consigned to the scrap heap’ and that we were a privileged elite. Complete nonsense; I had good 
friends within and outside of Morgan’s school. My elder brother, Denis, passed his 13-plus to technical 
college and moved on to become a professional mechanical engineer. 
 
My recollection is that Morgan’s was a happy place. Scuffles between lads broke out from time to time 
but incidents of maliciousness were comparatively rare. On the whole the members of staff were well 
liked and respected. They were certainly adept at hurling a piece of chalk or the blackboard eraser at a 
non-attentive pupil. Chas Key, the Head, was somewhat vague and academic, appearing on rare 
occasions in the classroom to talk about astronomy, meanwhile jingling keys in his pocket (suitably, one 
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might say). The tenor of the school seemed to lie principally in the hands of Oscar Bryden and Jack 
Lawrence (History).” 
 
The above memories were contained in a letter to Chris Cudlipp in late 2008 and Chris says: “This is a 
copy of a letter from John Locke – my year. His telephone number is 0033 553 94 2570 – I’ve spoken to 
him in ‘pigeon French’ & “Franglaise sp?” & he’s happy for the entire account to go in the next 
“Morganian Newsletter”. His e-mail is john.locke0127@orange.fr (I haven’t tried that obviously as I’m 
still just “snail mail”!)” 
 
Chris also added over the phone that he explicitly remembered the Bert Bollom episode, but didn’t 
know previously what the lead-up to it had been. He thought one of Bert’s sons was in the class 
concerned. B.B. had slammed the door (having broken into another master’s lesson) and just kept 
striding away when the window shattered, as though he was completely unaware of what he had done. 
So a slight variation in memories, but the occasion obviously left a great impression! 
 
I myself would like to re-iterate John’s thoughts on “coming from a hard-up working class family ….” 
as that applied equally to my brother and I, and to many others at that time. If only the beer swilling 
college and university louts of today could just realise, or be made to appreciate, that! I recently heard 
from friends that their son had given up at a certain university as he needed a decent night’s sleep to be 
able to cope with the next day’s studies, and after just three months there he realised that the rest of the 
intake considered every night to be the chance for a raucous party, not caring a damn about studies. So 
another potentially excellent student has been lost, as he decided to leave and pursue an alternative 
course where he could study in peace. John and his brothers, and quite a few more of that generation, 
fed back into society what they knew had been spent on them - Ed.  See page 3 ref photo below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Any 
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In addition to providing the photo on page 3, Bernard Storer had also suggested that I contact Ruth 
Peberdy to find out how the appeal she had started in memory of her husband (DMS ‘Old Boy’ Ron 
Peberdy) was now going. I was lucky to find that she had just written an article for the “Polden Post” 
and she has sent me a copy & photo to use in our Newsletter:  

Cyberknife technology: 
Readers may remember that, following the death of my husband, Ron, in January 2005, I set up the charity which 
bears his name, The Ron Peberdy Cyberknife Charitable Trust, Regd. Charity 1113066.  
  To refresh readers' memories, Cyberknife technology is a form of stereotactic radiosurgery, which, aided by 3D 
imaging, is able to track and treat tumours non-invasively anywhere in the body and deliver, with sub-millimetre 
accuracy, high density, highly focused beams of radiation with minimal or no damage to healthy tissue 
surrounding it. Consequently, this technology is able to access areas of the body, hitherto inaccessible. 
  For about four and a half years, I have been making people aware that this technology exists, and also raising 
money in the hope that one day we will be able to have a Cyberknife Centre here in the West Country. 
  Good news, the first Cyberknife Centre in this country opened its doors in February of this year, at the Harley 
Street Clinic, privately owned of course, but a positive step in the right direction. It is number 151 in the world. A 
further centre will open at the end of this year, at the London Clinic, also in Harley Street, London. This means 
that people in this country are now able to access this technology without the need to go abroad and, much to the 
Dept. of Health's dislike, I continue to contact them regularly with regard to allowing those diagnosed with 
inoperable tumours to be referred to a Cyberknife Centre with a view to treatment if it is viable.  
  Sadly the Dept of Health is trying to wriggle out of this and are passing the buck to the Primary Care Trusts who 
would be the ones funding the treatment.  
We have to start somewhere, and I do happen to know that three people in this country have been funded by 
PCTs, two abroad and one to London. Over 150,000 people across the globe have now received treatment with 
this technology, numbers rising daily. 
  Naturally, I am grateful for any support, both moral and financial in order to fulfill my wish for a Cyberknife 
Centre for the South West. If anyone would like more information regarding Cyberknife there is plenty on the 
internet and I am always willing to discuss it with anyone who would like to contact me.  
  Ruth Peberdy, Old School, Stawell, Bridgwater, TA7 9AE, email, ruthie@stawell.orangehome.co.uk  If anyone 
would like to make a donation, cheques may be payable to The Ron Peberdy Cyberknife Charitable Trust. Any 
donation is greatly appreciated.  (Ruth tells me she is heading towards £36000 with her fund raising, but that is 
“tip of the iceberg” with regards to what funding is required. There is another explanatory attachment, & a photo 
of Ruth beside a Cyberknife machine, which I will try to get into the October Newsletter. Could we perhaps have 
another collection towards Ruth’s fund at our dinner this year, and would those who won’t be at the dinner, and 
especially those who knew Ron, like to contact Ruth direct, or send a donation to any of our committee members? 
– Ed.) 
   

DMA Ties: Bill King would like to remind members that at the moment we are right out of DMA 
ties, BUT, if enough members wish to have one he is composing a list of those names and will advise 
us when he has enough potential orders to go ahead and order a new supply. Please contact Bill 
direct – see details below. 
 

 
 

 

Committee contacts: Mike Dodden  01278 423890  mdodden@aol.com ; Mike Beaumont  01278 786888  beauuk@aol.com 
; Bill King 01278 456405  louise@king1197.fsnet.co.uk ; Geoff. Marchant 01934 834550 YattonMarchants@hotmail.co.uk ; Ralph 
Sealey 01278 722934  ralphandanna@tiscali.co.uk ; Clive Kett  01278 423229  clivekett@hotmail.com ; Ray Haines 01278 
450834  rayandcarole21@talktalk.net 
Material For Newsletter. Please write, phone, text, or e-mail, to Geoff Marchant, 37 Mendip Road, Yatton, North Somerset, BS49 4HR. 
Tel: 01934 834550 Txt: 07906 569 915 E-mail: Please send to YattonMarchants@hotmail.co.uk Photos can be sent to this e-mail address 
but bear in mind that we still produce a black & white newsletter for a large number of our members who either have no e-mail address, or 
whose e-mail addresses are out of date on our information listing. Therefore, please do not send large colour photos, or black & white 
ones of extremely high resolution, say in excess of 300kB. Thanks for all contributions to the newsletter – do please keep them coming. I 
especially need career / life history articles and reminiscences of the old school days.  Geoff. Marchant, Newsletter Editor. 
 


